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This reeach study. is:based on' theoina ncp alain
 
of -a grain management system introduced inKASSf Working Paper 72-i­
"Description of a Preliminary Grain Management System Model", authored; 
Joifity by T.J. Manet ech and S. Gi Kim. 
The present paper is being written to serve as an o'igoing 
word draft*,for the development of the kASSM grain management model. 
Although it may seem mired'down with detail, one should keep in mind 
tha't it is meant to-serve two purposes.. 
First, the paper is meant to document some of the ideas being 
considered in the development of-the KASS model, thereby opdning 
the way for criticism and. suggestions at an early stage of development. 
Doctnentatior usualJy cmes'in the final stages of system development, 
after the model is corkceptualized, computerized and running. And it 
is! noimaly not untithe -model has been documented that meaningful 
dialogue can be -.exchanged between model designers, who may tend to 
know more, about techniques than existing economic phenomena, and 
model'users, who may tend to know more about the latter. 
SecondlyJ the paper should act. as a communidcation link between 
the writer and omputerprogrammers. 'It is a means of getting 
somethoughts, ideas and suggestions down in balck and white which 
.maybe .of help when deve Ping te associated computer program. It 
also frees the writer tobecome more involved in other aspects of: 
the ytem development b.:-T u'nin some th burdensome andstem.,Aeve]pet:lo smethey t , f the 'burdensome'rand, 
2 
time-consumng. ,tasks of actual simulation programming .and 
debugging o0ver to the computer programmers. 
It is ,the writer's intention to make this paper as useful 
as possible 
-both for the development of the associated computer 
simaultion programs, and also for the final documentation of the 
model. 
For this reason, equations may be seetwritten in two
 
forms: (1)in a general time domain form which is more applicable
 
to final documentation of the .mQdeL, d(2). -in actuil -FORTRAN
 
form which may help clarify certain ideas to the programmers.
 
Sometimes what is represented by a single time domain equation
 
may require a series of FORTRAN statements. It is not the writer's 
intention to dictate exactly how the programming should be done.
 
In fact, the prograpmers will most likely have several "better ways" 
to do things - this is fine and welcome. Again, the reason for 
incIding a few FORTRAN statements is me] rto improve communi­
cations. As the corresponding computer simulation program is
 
developed- and proves to be functioning jproper"y, more refined 
versions of this paper will see a disappearance of programming 
discussions and more emphasis on the theoretical concepts behind 
the equations. 
Soee topics and subtopics appear in this paper with very 
little or no discussion. These may represent areas which areonot 
.yet f~, developed or.,el'e bottlenecks ,whichneed more thought.
 
They also may representaes hc thewritejr has qhs, o 
at this. time. :Whatever the o as e, -they .serve asto discuss 

"flags!' for;moreo rions.
work and l3ater supplqeens ior.4 
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DEVLOPNT OF A*GRAN MANAGEME SMtWION MODEL 
I. -GER LDESCIPION OF THE GM SYSTEK 
IL. GOVEkIHN' GM SUBSEOTOR, 
At the present stage in development the government GM subsector is 
adequately documented in KASSIM Working Paper 72-1. As model development 
progresses and the government subsector undergoes substantial modifi,-ions, 
it will be redocumented under this section of later revisions to this 
working paper. 
An activity analysis of the current governsment subsector model is 
given in Figure II-1A This analysis groups all the variables used in the 
present version of the governent subsector into inputs, outputs, or
 
parameters and defines the exact units of measure for each variable. The
 
relationships between these variables are depicted by the causal map of
 
Figure 11-2.
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III. PfIVATE MAIUETING (PM) SUBSECTOR SIMULATION MODEL 
A. 	 ORDINARY PM MODEL STRUCTURE (W/O SPECULATION) 
1. 	 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Some of the input-output relationships for the
 
ordinary private marketing subsector of the G model are shown
 
in 	the activity Analysis of Figure Al(l). This may aid the
 
reader in following the discussion of the system diagram of
 
Figure Al(2) which follows.
 
As 	shown in Figure Al(2), the private marketing
 
system's demand for grain is composed of two components: an 
ordinary 6emand to satisfy urban consumption requirements (QPi),
 
and 	a speculative demand of its own to adjust existing inventory
 
leveJs (PDAIi). The ordinary demand function will be discussed
 
in 	this section, whereas the speculative demand function will
 
be 	discussed in section B below.
 
2. 	COMPOENT EQUATIONS 
a. 	PM INVETORY
 
Equation (1) expresses the dynamics of PM
 
inventory stocks over time for all commodities considered in 
the (2 system. The index i indicates comnodity in all equations 
this paper.
 
PDIi(t+DT) PINi(t) + DT *'ePPUR(t) (1-PLossi) -'QPi(t) J (1 
FJG 
11 5/1o/73. 
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Figure Al(l) - con't 
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14 
where:
 
PINV = PM stockpiles - MT 
PPUR = M purchases - MT/yr 
PMISS = M losses - %/Y-.V 
QP = urban consumer demand felt by PM - MT/yr 
=DT basic time increment used in the model 
(normal3, .025 yrs) - yrs 
Aggregate stockpiles are calculated from the following 
summation: 
TPINV (t) i INvi(t) (2) 
b. PM EXPNDITURES 
The average variable costs associated with
 
holding private stocks are given by
 
AVCHPIj(t) = INT(t) * Pi(t) + A i (3) 
where: 
AVCHPI = average variable cost of holding private stocks - W/KT-yr 
PINV level of PM stockpiles - MT 
INT = interest rate - percent/yr 
P = purchasing price - W/MT 
Al.= storage and handling cost - W/MT-yr 
The average fixed cost associated with maintaining 
The percentage symbol 1%11 in this paper is used to depict 
"proportion of the wholeA • 
15
 
present storage capacity isgiven by A2i -- WAIT-yr. 'As actual 
PM storage capacity changes, we might expect that this average 
fixed cost also to change. For the present, :.however, we will 
assume that A2i will remain constant. 
The total cost associated with holding a certain 
level of private stocks consists of the variable costs (W/yr) of
 
holding this amount, plus the fixed cost (W/yr) of maintaining 
the present storage capacity.
 
TCHPIi(t) = AVHPIi(t) * PINVi(t) + A2i * PCAP(T) (4)
 
where:
 
TCHPI = total cost of holding PM inventory - W/yr 
AVCHPI = average variable costs of holding PM inventory - W/MT-yr 
PINV = level PM stockpiles -- MT 
A2 = average fixed cost of storage capacity - W/MT-yr 
POAP = PM storage capacity - MT 
There is a cost associated with selling
 
commodities in the private market,
 
CSi A3i * PSISi(.t) (5) 
where:
 
CS = cost of selling in private market - W/yr
 
=
A3 average cost of selling in PM - W/MT
 
PSLS = private marketing sales - MT/yr
 
16­
7he total (conmodity specific) expenditure 
by the PM subsector is now represented by the total cost of 
processing the stocks from the producer plus costs of holding 
the stocks plus the costs of selling to the consumer. 
TEXPi(t) = PPURi(t) * ZPi(t) + A4i J + TvHP i(t) + csi(t) (6) 
where:
 
TEXP = total expenditure on PM supply - W/yr 
PPUR = private marketing purchases - MT/yr 
P = purchasing price from farmers - W/MT 
A4 = acquisition cost of products - W/4T 
TCHPI = total cost of hold private inventory - W/yr 
Total expenditures for all comodities handled 
by the FM subsector ale given by
 
W mx,PW.P(t) (7) 
0. PM REVNUE 
It is assumed for the time being that all non­
agricultural consumption demand is supplied through the private 
marketing subsector. In reality, of course, a small percentage 
of nonagricultural consumption supply bypasses 'conventional 
marketing channels. These transactions, for example, may consist 
of gifts or sales to relatives in the cities or sales to consumers 
on the way to market. The proportion of these types of transactions
 
17
 
relative to total sales inurban areas cannot be accurately
 
estimated at present, since .,it is 
 largely unrecorded and
 
oftentimes kept confidential. Later sensitively analyses will
 
help determine if 'more attention should be given to 
further 
research in determining this actual proportion. At present,
 
however, this proportion is assumed zero. 
Private marketing
 
sales are therefore given by
 
Pss~)=QPi(t) 
 ifPINV >O0 
 (8)
 
= 0 
 ifPINVi =0
 
and Qi(t) in (t)ia given by
 
QPi(t) = (l-PDF.). Q.(t) (9)
 
where:
 
PSLS = 
private marketing sales, constrained by current
 
stocks 
- MT/yr
 
CPU = urban consumer price 
- W/MT
 
QP = 	nonagricultural consumption supplied by the PM
 
subsector 
- MT/yr
 
PDF = 
proportion of nonagricultural consumption supplieddirectly by farmers (presently set to zero) - ratio 
total nonagricultural demand - MT/yr
 
The revenue received 
by the private marketing
 
subsector is given by
 
IV'Ii(t) = CPui(t) * Ps i('t) (10) 
18,
 
where:
 
REMV= revenuesK flov to private e. u-

CPU = urban consumer prices - W/MT
 
PSLS = private marketing sales - MT/yr
 
Total revenue from all comodities handled
 
by the PM subsector is given by
 
NO
 
d. PM PROFIT (ON CMU NT SALES) 
PM profit is now given by the simple relationship 
PMi(t) =REVPi(t) - TEXPi(t) (12) 
Total profit from all comodities handled by
 
the PM subsector is given
 
NC
 
TPMPi(t) = Ppi (t) (13) 
= mEVP(t) - TTEXP(t) 
where: 
PMPi = PM profit on current sales - W/yr 
REVP = revenue flow PM subsector - W/yr 
TEKP = totai expenditures by FM subsector - W/yr 
TPMP = total profit of PM subsector - W/yr 
TREVP = total revenue from all commodities - W/yr 
TTEP = total costs all commodities - W/yr 
19
 
The current profitability of handling commodity 
i in the PM subsector is given by the following equation.
 
APi(t) = PMi(t)/PsLSi(t) (14) 
where:
 
AP = current profitability of conodity i - W4T
 
PM "=see above - W/yr
 
PSLS = private marketing sales - MT/yr 
20
 
B. SPECULATIV PM BEHAVIOR MODEL sTRUCTURE 
There are two principle means of showii a profit
 
.in.the,private marketing system. First is the ordinary marketing
 
margin between existing farm and retail prices. In the present 
model this markup is considered to be a constant percentage of
 
farm prices, adequate to cover the 
costs of grain handling and
 
also provide for a 
normal profit for the private marketing 
industry. The second and more risky means of profit is to take 
advantage of the general change in price levels due to changes in 
supply and demand between the time grain handlers purchase their 
pr6ducts from the producer and sell them to the consumer. Those
 
who engage in and survive this latter activity of buying, holding,
 
and selling grains at a higher profit due to seasonal price 
changes must follow an intelligent rational behavior pattern. 
In the aggregate, these market speculators must tend to buy more, 
allowing inventory levels to grow during low price periods; and 
buy less, allowing inventory levels to deplete during high price
 
periods. As seasonal price fluctuations become less and less
 
drasticd, remaining market speculators must adjust th3ir inventories 
with critical precision. In order to develop an accurate simulation 
model of the private marketing subsector,it is necessary that we 
attempt to sdiulate the behavior patterns of these keen market 
speculitors,. 
21
 
1. GENERAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Some of the important information .flows and 
relationships are depicted in the activity analysis of Figure Bl(l). 
It is in this subcomponent of the CK model that speculative 
decisions are made. These decisions consist of more than the 
simple logic needed to prevent sales from a nonexisting inventory 
or to preclude the "stretching" of existing inventory capacities. 
Projections of future marketing information must be performed 
in this component. Behavior decisions such as the timing and 
level of purchases and marketings are- determined as a result of 
these projections.
 
The projection mechanisms must be self-adaptive to
 
changing situations through time. Paramaters which are used to 
characterize the original projection mechanism will be based on
 
the-simUlation 
run. As the simulation -6pf~se-s-throigh 1ttime, "-and the-results 
.of various policy inputs are felt throughout the entire system, 
the original parameters can become outdated and may no longer be 
valid for accurate prediction. Original historical data is 
therefore progressively replaced by actual output from the 
simulation run. Projection mechanism parameters are periodical3y 
recalculated throughout the run based on this most recept 
"historical information.. The performance or accurauy of the, 
recent historical data furnished at the 6-ima 
.Figure Bll)- Activity Analysis of Speculative Market Behavioral Model 
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Figure Bl(l) - con't 
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projection mechanisms can be measured. Past projections are 
compared with actual realized values. These errors are then
 
utilized to (hopefully) improve future projections.
 
The PM behavioral model will serve 
as the nerve 
center for the PM subsector component of the foodgrain (FG)
 
management model. Decisions regarding the amount and timing
 
of purchased and sales of foodgrain will come from this mechanism. 
Priority decisions: which determine how available storage 
capacity will be allocated among competing comnodities will be
 
made here. Decisions which will determine the growth or
 
decline of total storage capacity will also be made. All 
decisions (except those -reflecting government decrees) are 
made with one objective: to maximize PM subsector profits. 
Whether these decisions do maximize profits or even assure the 
survival of the PM subsector will depend on seteral things: 
(1)how sharp market speculators (mode.lled) are in projecting 
future market information, (2) how "predictable" future market 
information actually is, and (3) the degree to which PM 
speculators are restrained from engaging in profit maximizing 
activities.
 
Quite aljb f consideration has been given to 
this portion of the FU model which attempts to simulate the 
behavioral patterns of intelligent human beings. One might 
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,onder if the small box in the upper left portion of Figure 
AI(2) deserves this much attention at this stage. However, many 
of the features conceptualized and developed for this PM
 
behavioral mechanism can be utilized in refining other components,
 
of the XASSIM model.
 
2. PROJECTION MECHANISM
 
a. PRICE PROJECTIONS 
A glance at some recent statistical data on 
rice prices (see Figure Bl(l)) indicates that the seasonal price 
fluctuations are becoming smaller in recent years. These decreases 
in the seasonal price fluctuations are a result of the ROK 
-overnment's "increasinginvolvement in food grain management 
programs. As price fluctuations continue to decrease, the success 
(and survival) of market speculators will be determined by how 
well they can anticipate future selling prices, PSSi(t+th). In 
modeling speculative behavior, one of the iriitial problems
 
facing us is to generate realistically anticipated price patterns.
 
In essense, the model must "intelligently" guess, based on past
 
data (and its own output to date), future expected input prices.
 
Its behavior will then be affected by the values of these
 
future anticipated price *.patters'. Since the response of the model
 
will depend on future (anticipated) values of inputs (prices),
 
the model can be classified as a form of pseudo-noncausal or
 
anticipatory syste. 
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It is reasonable to assume that those remaining
 
in the business of grain storage and price speculation will be
 
those who have successfully anticipated future price patterns.
 
Since it is our interest to model the market behavior of these
 
successful" enterprises, we need to generate an accurate
 
picture of future price patterns. Real world grain storage
 
entrepreneurs consider a vast number of factors when attempting to 
estimate future prices. Some of these factors such as statistical 
price data can be immediately utilized by the computer (model), 
but other factors like skill, experience, inside information, 
or just plan gut-feelings will have to be forfeited (at least 
initially) by the moael.I
 
Several methods have been considered for
 
generating future expected purchasing and selling prices for
 
grains. Two methods which seem promising at present are discussed
 
below.
 
The methods used by the computer and human being may be
 
kitirely different, but this is no: cause for alarm. After all, 
the objective is to accurately estimate future prices and it
 
should make little difference how these estimates are derived,
 
either by the human being or the computer. This writer can see
 
.possible
applications of some of the concepts of intelligence
 
adaptive systems here. Just as computer programs are in existance
 
which improve their "skill" at playing chess through "ekperience,"
 
so might the KASSI model improve its ability to predict future
 
prices.
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1) 	 A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR PROJECTING PRODUCER PRICES 
Although in the aggregates private market 
speculators' activities have an effect on market prices, no
 
individual firm will consider its activities as having an impact
 
on comodity prices. If prices are considered as exogenous (to
 
each market speculator) then one possible method of projecting
 
(predicting) future prices isto simulate them as a stochastic 
process with the appropriate distribution based on recent 
historical data. 
A stochastic model for generating future
 
expected producer prices isgiven by Equation (18). The individual
 
terms that comprise the model are discussed under separate
 
paragraphs below.
 
PSi(t) = PTLi(t) + ADPTL. (t) + ACDP. * EDPTL (t-1) - ADPTi(t-l)( 1) J
 
_ 
* SDP . * BOl 
+ 	El - ACDPi 
where: 
PPS = speculative producer price array - W/AT 
PTL = expected value of price at time T represented by a 
price trend line (PTL) - W/14T 
ADPTL = average (weighted) deviation of prices from the PTL 
for period (.) - W/MT 
" ACDP = estimate of.autocorrelation between deviations of 
prices, from PTL with lag 1 simulation period (1/40 
year) - no units 
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where: 
DPTL = 	deviation .of price from PTL one simulation period 
previous - W/MT 
SDP = estimate of standard deviation of deviations of
 
prices from the PTL - W/MT 
RNO1 = a random number from a normal distribution with mean 
zero and variance one - no units 
The first term on the rhs of (15) accounts 
for the long-run trend of price. The second term accounts for 
the deviations seen about the PTL during various periods of the 
year. The third introduces the dependence of the amount of 
deviation from the PTL at time t on the amount of deviation 
at time t-l. The fourth term introduces the deviation from 
the PTL not accounted for by the deviation at t-l.
 
Actual statistical data is used to start
 
the simulation run; parameters of the model of (15) are 
calculated based on this data. As the simulation run progresses, 
the state of the system changes and so do the parameters of 
the model in (15). New estimates of these parameters are then 
calculated periodically throughout the simulation run. The
 
statistical data used to start the model is progressive3.y 
replaced by actual output data from the simulation run. It 
is for this reason that we are not content to estimate the 
parameters in Equation (15) off-line from the actual simulation 
run. While such estimates of model parameters, based on recent 
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real world data, may be valid for a short period into the 
future, it makes little sense to assume that system parameters 
will remain the same over the entire time horizon, say 15 
years, of the simulation run. 
The methods of estimating the parameters
 
in (15) will now be discussed. 
a) LONG TERM PRICE TREND (PTL) 
Looking back at Figure Bl(l) we 
see a definite trend in rice prices over the past several years. 
This trend may be represented by a simple regression line through 
the price data for, say, the last 4 years. The trend line for 
each commodity can be represented by the following equation. 
PT~i(t) = bkio + blilt (16) 
A FORTRAN equivalent of (16) is 
PnL(JC) = Bl(l, JO) + Bl(2, JO)* FLIOT(KT) (16F) 
where: 
PTL - the expected value of price at time t represented 
by the price trend line - W/MT 
Bl = array of coefficients of regression for all commodities 
considered (JCI,...,NC) The 1 in Bl represents the 
particular regression equation. 
KT = time increment (DT) counter from present time - No. of DT's 
Assuming we have 4 years of price data 
at 2/4Oth year intervals (160 time points), the coefficients of 
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regression, bJio and blii of (16) above, are given by the
 
following expression.
 
1 
-160
 
b = - PHIST.(I)
161 1=0 
blil = 	 bkIO PHISTi(I) * (1+80)

-1 - (1+80)2
 
where:
 
bko = the intercept term of the regression of prices on 
time - W/yr 
b~, = the slope of the price trend pegression line - 4OW/T-.yr 
PHIST = historical price data array - W/MT 
The above method is inefficient and should not be used in the 
computer simulation Vrogram. Since the regression of (16) is 
along an even4,- spaced time series, the matrix method of least 
squarps estimation can be collapsed into a simple matrix 
multiplication. The method for determining the proper multiplier 
(matrix) for estimating the coefficients of (16) is described 
below. It should be noted that this same method can be used 
for other more complex linear statistical functional forms when
 
the dependent variable can be expressed as an explicit function 
of time. 
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The general matrix form of (16F) 
is given by 
E '[P] = (19) 
where: 
E - the expected value operator 
P =	a 160 X NC matrix with each column representing the 
random vector time series (for each comnodity) of 
values of producer prices at corresponding values of 
t = -160, ... , -I 
T = a 160 x 2 matrix of the values of the regressors 
(time increment points) of (16) taken for t = -160,...,-l 
=
i.e. 	T 1 -160 
1 -159 
1 	-158
 
* 3
 
The formula for least squares estimation of the coefficients for 
regression of the function of (16) is given below. 
Bl (TI T)- T'p 	 (20)
 
where:
 
91 = a 2 X NC matrix, with each column vector representing
 
the value of the estimates (for each commodity) of
 
the coefficients of (16)
 
T 	 see (19) 
p = 	a 160 x NC matrix, representing the random sample of 
producer prices (for each commodity) at time pointst = 	-160,...­
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Note that the value of the 2 x 160 matrix (T' T)-'T' in (20) 
is fixed since the values of the regressors, t o and tip are 
always spaced at unit intervals of DT. This that wemeans 

can calculate the matrix (array), call it T2160, 
 off- ne and 
use to estimate the coefficientsit of (16) at any time during 
the simulation run by a simple matrix multiplication. With 
A
the 72160 (2 x 160) array present, B1 of (20) will result by 
postmultiplYing this array by the matrix PHIST, whose columns 
(160 x 1 vectors) represent sample time series values of producer 
prices (for each cozmodity) over the sampling period. In'our case, 
the sampling period will be 1/40 yr for 4 years or 160 time points. 
A FORTRAN equivalent of (20) is outlined below. 
* e 
CALL MATPRD (72160, PHIST, 2, 160, NC, B1) 
SUBROLTINE MATPRD (A, B, NROWA, NCARB, NCOLB, C)DIMESION A(NROWA, NCARB), B(NCARB, NCOLB),C(ROWA, NCOLB) 
S10 1= , NROWA o 10 J= l, NCOLB (20F)
a(I, J) =O0.
 
0 10 JA=1, NCARB
10 C(I, J) =(I, J) + A(I, JA)* B(JA, J)

RE'URN
 
0ND
 
S/ 
'b) DEIATIO S: FROM THE: PTL,(DPTL) 
Much10 inomton regax'ding, seasoAlw.A. 
price ",patterns can be gained by atud~ving the deviations.,of 
prices from the PThLof Equation (16). These deviations, are 
determined by the folloing equation. 
DPTLi(t) = PHIST (t) - Pi(t) (21) 
i± 
where: 
DPTL - deviation from price trend line - W/MT 
PHIST = historical price data array -,W/MT 
PTL = the expected value of price at time t represented 
by the price trend line - WA4T 
In the interest of conserving computer storage space it is best 
not to generate PTLi .nd DFPTLi as arrays with elements at each iI 
historical time point. For example, ifwe are working with 4 
years of historical data, each array would contain 160 elements. 
We would thend b al 
locations. An alternative method is to generate PTL and DFPTL 
on-line for the particular commodity/time point in question at 
the time. This will be done in what follows. 
c) AVERAGE DEVIATIONS FROM THE PRICE 
MEnD LIE (ADPTL) 
We now have at our disposal (through
 
FORTRAN calculations) the deviations from the price trend line
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over the ~ast, say, 4 years. Next we need to compute an average 
deviation from the trend line for each simulation time period
 
during a year. A weighted average, giving more.influence to 
recent data seems logical here. Although at the present time
 
these weights are arbit'rarily assigned, the. Possibiliyf- om2fjfe 
weighting combinations giving better results than others should
 
be investigated at a laterdate. If this can be shown as true,
 
then a good possibility exists here to apply intelligence adaptive
 
principals whereby the computer program may improve its speculative
 
"skills" with "experience"
 
Intitilly we will assume a declining
 
geometric sequence of weights, namely
 
W,=(lO \l (22) 
where:
 
Wi = the weight given to the ith most recent year of historical
data
 
a weighting factor - when is close to zero more recent 
data is weighted heavily 
If i approaches infinity the sum of the weights in (22) converge 
to 1. However, since our historical data is finite, these weights 
must be normalized to sum to unity. In the case where i = 4, we 
have 
(1-
,)\i-N
 
S•<A l (23) 
t\i ....... 44, , 
I 
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'AFORTRAN equivant to (23)'is given below. 
W2= WlwT -
W3 W2* WT,
 
A=:W3 *WT
 
The reader may 'ijf~that these 4 weights sum to unity. We will
 
arbitrar!.y .choose f.rj for. model.development purposes. Using
 
(23F) we see that the weights assigned to past years' data are
 
then 8/15, 4/15, 2/i5 and WI3 respectivey. The (weighted)
 
average deviations of comodity prices from the trend line for
 
the 40 simulation time periods throughout a year are generated by
 
the following F$RTRAN statements:
 
Do 1 J = , NO (24F) 
Do 1 1 =1, 40 
DPTI4 = PHIST(I, JC) -(Bl(l, JC) + Bl(2, Jo) * FLOAT(I-161))
 
DPTL3 = PHIST(+40, JC) - (BI(I, Jo) + B1(2, JC) * FLOAT(I-121))
 
DPT12 - PHIST(I+80, JC) -(Bl, JC) + Bl(2, JC) * FLOAT(I-81))
 
DPTLI. PHIST(I=120, JC) - (Bl(1, JC) + Bl(2, JC) * FLOAT(I-41))
 
ADPTL(I, JC) =Wl *DFTLI + W2 * DFTI2 + W3 *DFTL3 + W4 * DFT14
 
d) 	AUTOCORREIATION AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF PRICE DEVIATION (ACDP AND SDP) 
It is obvious that price data is strongly 
autocorrelated .with its .previousvalues. Before an accurate model
 
,can, be developed to estimate futux- rices, the autocorrelation of
 
prices during the different'time periods of the year will have to
 
be determined. The accurate determination of these coefficients
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is the subject of future study. 
For the present, however, let
 
us assume that the autocorrelation is constant throughout the year
 
and thereby estimated via the following statistic.
 
NS
 
ACDP = : (DPTL~ (t) - AnPTL (t)) * (DPTLi (t-1.) - ADPT~i(t-l)-:)/ (25) 
SDPi2/(NS-2)
 
where:
 
ACDP = estimate of autocorrelation between deviations of 
prices from PTL with lag of 1 DT. - no units 
DPTL = deviation of prices from the PTL (calculated on-line) 
- W/MT 
NS = number of sample time points 
ADPTL = weighted average deviation of prices from PTL for 
the Loeriod of the year corresponding to (.)- W/MT 
.SDP = standard deviation of the deviations of prices from 
the PTL - W/MT 
The expression for the standard deviation 
SDP in Equation (25) in given below. 
NS
 
SDPi= j (DPTL (t) - AflPTL (t)) /(Ns - 1) J7 (26) 
There is a slight notational difficulty in U aRi6iC-2r-i-af-C261, o 
Recall that ADPTL has been calculated for only 40 periods during the 
year, while the summations in (25) and. (26) are taken over NS 
sample points, possibly corresponding to several years of data. 
The index of ADPTL is then not really t, but the period of the year 
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correspondhig to t or t-l. (whichever the case may be). A
 
FORTRAN equivalent of IEquations (25-26) is given below; note
 
how the above difficulty is circumvented.
 
D$ 1 JO =1,NC (25F-26F)
 
DPTL =PHIST(l, Jo) - (Bl(l, JO) + Bl(2, sc)) * (-160.)
 
SUMA = 0
 
SLKB = .(DPTL - ADPTL (1,JC)) ** 2
J=l. 
Do 2 I = 2, NS
 
J.=J+l
 
IF (J. GT. IMy) J = 2
 
DPTL. = DPTL
 
DPTL= PHIST(I, JC) - (Bl(l, JC) + Bl(2, JC) * FLOAT(I-161)) 
SWA = SUMA + (DPTL - ADPTL(JC, J))* (DPTLL:- ADPTL(JC, J-l)) 
2 SUMB = SB + (DPTL- ADPTL (JC, J))**2 
SSDP(JC) = SUMB/FLOAT (NS-1) 
1 ACDP(JC) = SuMA/SSDP(JC)/FL0AT(NS-2) 
This completes the present discussion
 
of the proposed stochastic model for predicting producer prices.
 
We now describe alterative methods by which this predicted price
 
pattern may be smoothed.
 
2) SMOOTHING THE PROJECTED PRICE PROFILES 
The projected producer prices, generated
 
through the stochastic model of Paragraph 1) above, will exhibit
 
a fair amount of random variation. Since we are interested more
 
in the general characteristics and levels of projucted prices, we
 
can simplify some of the information available by smoothing the
 
speculative price arrays (PPS).
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a) POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONAL FORM FOR SMOOTHING 
PROJECTED PRICE PROFILES 
A 4th order polynomial can be selected 
for fitting the PSS array (sample) for the following reasons­
(1)It is a linear statistical form and standard multiple 
regression techniques can be applied. (2)The general shape of 
a 4th order polynomial, with 2 inflection :'"pit-sould.lend 
itself fairly well to giving a fit through the time points of PSS
 
without destroying the general cyclical nature of the pattern.
 
(3)It may be escibed to'so-lvei.-thefnctignal form ohosen for
 
critical points as well as inflection points (first and second
 
derivatives). Numerical methods available for the solution of 
higher order polynomials can be applied. Of course the above 
hypothesis will have to be tested to verify that the chosen. 
functional form does indeed give an adequate fit.
 
The functional form chosen for
 
fitting a curve through the random sample PPS (time series)
 
array is given below.
 
YP(t) = b2 + b2 t + b2 t2 + b2 3 + b2 4 + U (27) 
A F$RTRAN equvalent of (27) is
 
XP(J) = B2(I, J) + B(2, JC) * FIOAT (KT) (27F)
 
40 
+ B2,~ 49)* FL$AT (KT**2) 
2 + B3(4o, JC)* FIOAT (KTM-3) 
+ B2(5, JO*FL$AT (KT**4) 
where: 
YP r the expected value of price E(PPS) at k time increments 
(DT's) into the future (k= 1,...,40) 
B2 array of coefficients of regression for all commodities 
considered (JC = 1,...,NC) 
KT 	 time increment (DT) counter from present time
 
- No. of DT's
 
Again, follodng the procedure of*- Section
 
B.l.a.l)a), the matrix form of (.16F) is given by
 
E n)= TB 
 (28)
 
where:
 
E = the expectdd value operator
 
YP = 	a 40 x NC matrix with each column vector representing
the random vector time series (for each commodity) of 
values of producer prices at corresponding values of 
t =-40,...,-i 
T ­ a 40 	x 5 matrix of the values of the regressors (time
increment points) of Equation (27), taken for t 
= -40,..,-1
 
i.e. T -i -i 1 -1 1
 
1 -2 4 -8 16
 
1 -3 9 -27 81
 
* 0 0 0 
1 	 -40 1.600 -6400 2,560,000 
The formula for least squares estimates 
of the coefficients for regression of the function of (27) is
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given by
 
_(T1 T)1 TI yJ (29) 
where: 
A 
B2 = 	a 5 x NO matrix, with each column vector representing 
the value of the estimates (for each commodity) of the 
coefficients of (27) 
T--	 see (28)
 
= 

-pi
a 40 x NC matrix_ representing the random sample of 
producer .prices,_.., this-is the PPSarray. 
b) 	FOURIER SERIES MODEL FOR SMOOTHING
 
PROJECTED PRICE PROFILES
 
A general Fourier.series with a time-trend 
term will be used for smoothing PPS. The functional form of this 
regression equation is shown below.
 
N 
IP (t) b3. + b3t+ " (b3 + sin nwot + (30) 
1 3.1i2 1 i,211+l 
b3i,2n+2 cos nwot) 
where: 
YP = the expected (smoothed) vaiue of the projected producer 
price array (PPS) represented by the regression - WA4T 
b3 = coefficients of the regression terms 
t - time, based on current simulation time - years 
N - number dictating the high frequency used (initially we 
will use N 3) 
w0 wfundamental frequency (2/7/T) of the ,Fourier series 
- ridians/yr (T = the period of the 4ourier series - yr) 
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A Y(MRA equivalent of (30) is given below. 
PI = 3.11.59265 
x1s(Jc) = B(1, Jc) + B(2, Jc)4 	 (3oF)
+ B2(3, Jc) SIN(2.*PI*TC)
+.B(4, JO)* COS(2.*PI*TC)
 
+ B(5, Jc)* sN(4.*PI*Tc) 
+ B(6, Jc)* cos(4.*PI*Tc)
 
+ B2(7, Jc)* siN(6 *piTc)
 
+ B2(8, Jc)* cos(6 *pI*c)
 
Inmatrix notation (3OF) becomesi 
E 	PP =TB (31)
 
where: 
E = 	the expected value operator 
=
S 	a 40 x NC matrix withieach column representing the 
random v~ctor time-series (for each commodity) of values 
of predicted producer;prices at corresponding values of 
t = .025, .05,...l. 
B =a 8 x NC matrix of the t.v. coefficients of (27) 
1 
T = 	a .40x 8 matrix of values of the regressors (functions of 
time) of (30) taken forlt = .025, .05, ...l. 
i.e. Tm 1 .025 sin 2.r(.025) cos 27r(.025)... sin 67t(.025) coB 67r(.025 
1 .050 sin .7r(.05) cos 2T(.025)... sin 6vr(.o5) coB 6v(.05) 
1. 	 cos 2t
1 I sin 2V" 	 sin 61r cos 6 r 
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Since (30) the values of the regressors in the matrix T are 
always the same, we can again compute the proper value of the 
multiplier matrix (TI T) ' of L.S.E. off-line. Then this 
matrix can be used to smooth the PPS array at any time during the 
simulation run by performing a single matrix multiplication. 
Recall that 
S(TI T)-lT, [PPs (32 
where:
 
AB2 = an 8 x NC matrix, with each column vector representing
 
the values of the estimates (for each commodity) of the
 
coefficients of (30)
 
=T see (30) 
(T' T)- ='an 8 x NC matrix, calculated off line 
PPb - a 40 x N6 matrix - the speculative producer price array 
3) PROJECTING CONSUMER PRICES 
Assuming that current selling price is equal to 
the current purchasing price plus some fixed marketing margin, then 
Pss,(t) = Ui + Mi) P.i(t) (33) 
where:
 
PSS - speculative selling price - W/MT
 
=PPS speculative purchasing price - W/MT 
1 =marketing margin - no units 
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Further research is needed to improve the relationship expressed
 
in (30) above. For example, it has been shown that the marketing 
margin is changing over time for various commodities. Marketing 
margin also depends on the direction of change in price. For 
now, 	 however, we will continue to assume a constant marketing margin 
for 	all commodities.
 
b. 	 PROFITABILITY AND PROFIT PROJECTIONS 
1) SPECULATIVE PROFITABILTY ON CUMMT PURCHASES(sPi ) 
The behavior of market speculators is influenced 
in a large way by the speculated profitability of taking advantage 
of seasonal and longer-run price changes. This speculative 
profitability for cqmmodity i is given by the following equation. 
SPi(tjh) = PSS (t-Th) - Pi(t) - CINT(t) * Pi(t) + Ak J Th - A3i (34) 
- A4i
 
where:
 
=SP speculative profitability -- W/MT
 
PSS = speculative selling price - W/MT
 
P - current purchasing price - W/T
 
INT = interest rate - %/yr
 
Al = storage and handling costs - W/MT-yr
 
Th = holding time of purchases - yrs
 
A3 -selling cost - W/MT
 
A = 	acquisition cost - W/MT
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Equation (34) can be used to investigate the speculative profit­
ability of various holding times on current purchases. Given the
 
speculative seling prices for a period of one or more years into
 
the future, successive the maximum value of speculative profit
 
and the corresponding holding time. 
A slight modification to (34) enables us to
 
investigate the maximum value of speculative profitability on
 
future purchases.
 
2) SPECULATIVE PROFITABILITY PROFILE(SPPi) 
Given the speculative producer prices 
of (15) - smoothed in (27) or (30) - and the speculative consumer 
prices of (33), the speculative profitability profile is defined 
as an array of maximum attainable profitabilities for all time periods 
(in our case 40) during the upcoming year. More specifically, for 
any time period during the next year, the corresponding value of 
the profitability profile is the maximum profitability which can 
be realized on food grains purchased at that time (SPy) and hold 
for a time necessary to maximize profitability (0TH). 
Each member of the SPP array is 
calculated as the maximum speculative profitability attainable over 
- /all holding times from zero to one year 
The possibility of feasible holding times of more than one year
will be left open. As indicated in Figure B1(1), the long-term price
trend rises (neglecting seasonal fluctuations) of some comodities may
WaTant such investigation. 
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z.~(t2MaxLPSS(t+mh) (t) -LINT*PPS(t) +A.1*Th (35)-PPS 
-A3i - } 
for all t (increments of DT) over the next year.' 
where:
 
SPP = speculative profitability profile array -- W/T
 
MAX = the maximization function (direct approach)
 
symbol, meaning "for all" 
PSS = speculative selling price - W/MT 
PPS = speculative purchasing price - W/MT
 
INT = interest rate - %/yr
 
Al - storage and handling costs - W/4T-yr
 
Th = holding time of purchases - yrs
 
A3 = selling cost - W/4T
 
A4 = acquisition cost - WAIT
 
A FORTRAN equivalent which will accomplish the above SPP array is 
outlined below.
 
Do 15 JC = i,NC (domodity index)
 
SPMAX = -9.0o20
 
Do 15 K = 1, 40 (future time period index)
 
DO 15 LTH = 1, 60 (length of time held index)
 
SPP(JO, K) - AMAXf (SPMAX, PSS(JO, K + LTH) - PPS(Jc, K) (35F)
 
1 - (INT * PPS(JG, K) + Al(JO)) * FI$AT (LTH) 
2 - A(Jo)- A3 (J)) 
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IF' (SPP(JCK).GT.SPMAX) #~TH(JCsK) =LTH 
IF (SPP(JCK).GT.SPMAX) SPKAX = SPP(JC2K) 
IF (X0TH(JO, K).GT.41) PRINT 16 
15 CONTINUE 
16 FORMAT (iH, 27H HOLDING TIME GT 1 YR FEASIBLE) 
At this point we have an array SPP,. representing the speculative 
profitability profile on purchases over the next year, and the 
array OTH, containing the speculative optimal holding time 
associated with each element of SPP. It is through these 2 arrays, 
given no prior information on "seasonal" demand patterns other
 
than an expected annual average demand, that we 
 will attempt to 
simulate the marketing behavior of rational market speculators.
 
If we are given prior information on seasonal demand 
 "patterns, i.e., 
if we assume the PM speculators have a-go-at seasonal demand profile 
projections as well, then further consideration must be given to
 
speculative profit projections.
 
1)SPECULATIVE PROFIT PROFILE (SFi) 
If speculators are attempting to take 
advantage of any seasonal variation in market demands, it is necessary 
for them to consider profits (W/yr) rather than profitabilities
 
(W/T). With a constant (annual average) demand 
facing speculators, 
profits and profitabilities are linearly related. However, if
 
demand is changing over 
time, along with profitability, then 
profits and profitabilities are no longer linearly related 'and maximum 
profits will not necessarily come at the same time as maximum 
profitabiities. Since speculators are maximizing profits and 
not profitabilities, the speculative profit profile must be 
used: as a bases for simulating behavior. 
Speculative profit is simply 
speculative profitability times speculative demand. 
SFi(t) = sP(t, th) sUD(tj th) (36) 
where:
 
SF = speculative profit - W/yr
 
=SP ,speculative przfitability - W/MT 
SUD = speculatve urban demand - MT/yr 
Just as with the speculative profit­
ability, we can project a speculatative profit profile. 
SFFi(t ) - AL [f[PSS(t h)- PPSi(t) -,.ZINT * PPSi(t) + ( 
Vth A1L] * th,- A3i - Al4ij *sUDi(t:ath)i 
for all t (increments of DT) over the next year. 
where:
 
SFF = speculative profit profile array - W/yr
 
SUD = speculated urban demand profile,array - MT/yr
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c. URBAN DEMAND PROJECTIONS 
In order to logically calculate the
 
private marketing demand necessary to adjust present inventory levels,
 
the PM subsector model must have some access/expected future demand
 
rates .of existing stockpiles At any particular point in time,
 
PM demand will be aimed at adjusting stockpiles to a level which
 
will enable the realization of the speculative optimal holding
 
times on future purchases. This concept will be discussed in
 
detail in a later section of this paper. In this section, means
 
of projecting future urban demand will be discussed.
 
1) INITIAL APPROACH - USE OF BEHAVIORAL
 
RESPONSE F[WCTION USED IN SIMULATION 
The same seasonal urban demand response
 
functions to be initially used to run the urban demand subsectcr
 
component in a fine-time mode can also be used for making urban
 
demand profile projections. A discussion"of the details of
 
this particular response function will be given in a later
 
section of this paper. 
The reader may question the "fairness"
 
of using the exact same functional response relationships for
 
projections as are used to describe actual response. 
This
 
trick awaits -criti ism;T'hb-ver,- 6ne hing "eems -evident'at this 
...... ...-.. 
.... . .. 
.
 
tim.. By using such a tactic to project future urban demands, the 
observed performance of the deiand predictor is fully determined'. 
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by .the.integrity of,the prediction mechanisms us'ed for. the 
explanatory.variabie (mainly prices).., Programming details 
will be described in a later secdtor. 
) ALTERNATIVE .APPROACH
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2. DECISION MECHANISM 
It will become evident in this section (if it hasn't 
already) that a very versatile and efficient information storage 
and retrieval system will have to be available in the simulation 
program. This system is discussed in section B5. The reader is 
welcome to turn to that section at any time he wishes. 
a. PM INVENTORY CAPACITY ALLOCATION 
1) THE PROBLEM 
It should be obvious that in order to take 
advantage of the commodity profit functions, PM inventory levels 
must fluctuate throughout the year. Inventory should be at a low 
level during period of high profitability on current purchases so 
that speculators are not constrained by available storage space. 
On the other hand, inventory should be sufficiently high to 
carry the PM sector through periods of low profitability on current 
purchases. When multiple commodities which compete fdr the same
 
storage space are taken into consideration, -othe problem facing 
the PM speculator begins to come into view. The profit functions 
for most commodities are very dissimilar both in amplitude and 
phase throughout the year, due to different growing seasons, 
different costs, demands, prices, etc. It is not hard to
 
visualize the situation in which the PM speculator would like 
to let an existing commodity stock level dimnish in order to 
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make 'room' for purchases- at a latb', high profitability period ­
but ai the ame .time -being faced with a high current profitability 
on a competing commodity. He is therefore faced with the dilemma 
of trying to allow one inventory level to deplete ihile at the 
same time trying to build another inventory level. Those who do 
best n the PM speculative game will be those who can time and 
control specific comodity purchases in a way which will take full 
advantage of existing inventory capacity and maximize overall 
profits from grain storage. 
In the short-run, PM speculators must 
allocate the current inventory capacity among the various 
commodities in a maner which will maximize profits. In the long 
run, FM speculators must decide if more overall capacity is feasible 
and, if so, obtain and then allocate this additional storage 
capacity in the most profitable manner. 
2) A SOLUTION 
It is not adequate to assume that total 
inventory capacity can be allocated among comnodities based on current 
profitabilities and then fixed at this allocation throughout the 
crop year. It.is equally or even more inadequate to allocate 
storage space to the competing commodities in a dynamic fashion 
based on current profitabilities. If the seasons of 2 crops are 
very it edisa 
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the same storage space. As one inventory level is built up,
 
the other, can diminish. For example.,. barley and rice may 
share the same warehouse, although their respective levels
 
will fluctuate. The current profitability of comodities does
 
not indicate how inventory should be allocated, oven in a
 
dynamic sense. Current profits are not -necessarily-made on 
current purchases. When there are inventories involved, current
 
profit is based on past purchases. A high current commodity
 
profit may indicate that there should have.-been a large allocation
 
given to the comodity at the time it was -purchased, but it
 
does not indicate that a large allocation should be given to
 
the commodity at the current time. In fact, high profits would
 
tend to go with high prices. For high profits, purchases should
 
be kept at a minimum during these periods.
 
The problem of devising a method for allocating
 
inventory capacities through time, so as to maximize total profits
 
from grain torage, no.small task. The method which has been 
chosen for the initial versions of thisjoi~a may well be
 
improved at a later e, ti_ery__vafho imea.ninmy 
ways at this time. This method of allocating storage capacities
 
among competing commodities is not to allocate storage at all!
 
Instead of putting a ceiling on the inventory level of each
 
commodity, they all bid for the same empty space until it is 
 fillsd.-.
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STio possibilities exist. Either inventory
 
capacity is an active constraint or it is not. If there is not
 
a shortage of available storage space, jthereisno. need to 
allocate this space among commodities. Speculative purchases 
will be made in such a way as to adjust inventory levels (upward) 
in attempting to achieve the optimal holding times on current 
purchases which were calculated during the speculative phase of 
the model. If there is an available storage space constraint,
 
priority will be given to the most profitable commodities. 
Purchases will then be foregone on the less profitable commodities, 
b. PM INVENTORY CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT (LONG-RUN) 
It is not -correct to assume that the most 
profitable inventory capacity is the maximum expected total 
inventory level. As inventory capacity drops below this 
threshold, there will be periods during the year (or speculation 
cycle) when inventory becomes completely filled and purchases 
(and the profits on those .purchases) must be-foregone. One* must 
alc remember, however, that a lower inventory capacity level 
means less capital costs. By lowering inventory capacity level 
we may have to ,forfeit profits on purchases (of least profitable 
commodities) during'a few periods of the year, but at the same 
time'we are enjoying inventory capacity overhead cost savings 
throughout the entire year. There is a point at which the 
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profits foregone due to inventory capacity constraints are
 
equal to the savings in overhead costs. 
 This is the "optimal
 
inventory capacity level.,,
 
The level of private marketing inventory
 
capacity is determined by the profitability of either increasing
 
or decreasing the amount of available storage capacity. 
If less
 
storage is more profitable because of the expense of carrying
 
*excess capacity, we wil. 
see a gradual decrease in PM storkge
 
capacity. If additional storage space is 
seen to be more pro­
fitable, even after adequately considering'the construction
 
costs of this storage, then we will see an increase in the amount.
 
of PM storage capacity.
 
The optimum level of PM storage depends on a
 
multitude of factors and will continue to change throughout time.
 
It seems safe to assume that although actual PM storage capacity
 
will'move toward this optimum level, it may never arrive; 
and if it did arrive at any particular point in time, changing
 
conditions would s6 on change this optimum level.
 
First attempts at simulating the above phenomena
 
will be as described below. 
Several of the performance criterion
 
described in section B4 (and perhaps others,- if necessary) wi be 
carried by the simulation model at 3 different levels of PM 
inventory level: (1) the actual level, (2). a slightly' lower level 
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(perhaps 10 percent)., and' () a sligty*T'highezr level.' The 
variable carried at these 3 levels will be, those which are 
dependent on TM inventory level and will in-term reflect their 
effects on actual PM profits realized. If, at a particular point 
in time, the 3 levels of criterion indicate that profits are 
increased by a higher level of capacity, after accounting for 
increased costs due to construction and overhead, then there will 
be an increase in PM storage capacity. The same thing can be 
expected in the opposite direction if there is excess storage 
capacity. Finally, we can expect to see nc change in the 
amount of storage capacity if both higher and lower levels point 
toward lower profits. 
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c. PM INVENTORY (STOCKPILE) ADJUSTMENT 
1) COMMENT ON DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
There are several means of generating PM 
demand and marketing patterns which will reflect an 'attempt' on 
the part of PM speculators to maximize their profits. Perhaps 
the most elegant method to use would be a. dynamic programming
 
approach. 
In this initial phase of model development, however,
 
we shall avoid getting too involved with sophisticated optimization 
techniques. Perhaps the shortcomings of the alternative methods 
discussed in this paper will serve to reflect some of the imperfect­
ness of the human behavior patterns being simulated. Dynamic 
programming is a very powerful computational technique. which 
should not be dismissed from later applications in the KASSIM 
model. When developing optimal policy strategies for the govern­
ment food-grain management program, dynamic programing, in 
conjunction with the simulation model, can provide Valuable answers 
to very difficult questions. 
2) PM SPECULATIVE DEMAND AND MARKETINGS 
The methods described in this section for
 
generating speculative PM demands and marketings make use of 
the information storage and retrieval (ISR) mechanism. 
The
 
details of how information manipulations are actually ,carried
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15.c, .of.this
out by the simulation program are described in Section.'B

The reader should keep in mind that several variations
report. 

and refinements of the procedure described Im this section are
 
possible, using the same ISR mechanism.
 
ec o(T-C)In the following ss r, 
can be defined as an identifisble and accessible set of numbers, 
containing information relevant to a specific time period of the 
T-C information can be past (historical orsimulation model. 

memory), ie7ee_ - a, ( a-

Once T-C

manipulated, and "forgotten" when no longer useful. 

spaceinformation has been [Irfor-btV ff- Vthe'sane computer storage 
T-C and its informa, .o,.can be utilized by.a new. 

Given T-C informatic. about inventory
 
-
-
a p L _e&dat
-aaci

stock levels, current inventory 
generated during the speculation phase, it is possible to 
generate PM demand and marketing patterns which reflect logical 
- 6r-a-rke_.Pecu±atdr s ' profit maximizing 
The illustration below will help to clarify
 
some of the general ideas behind this method of generating PM
 
demands and marketings.
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NTIMEl 
NTDM2 NM 3 ... NTIMF% ...NTIM4O 
(1) all a12 
 a1 ... a1 o a (2) a
21 a *.. a ... a.o(2) 	 a2 a ... ... a
 
(3 31 a32 8
a33 a3m 340.. 

The 	columns of the matrix represent consecutive T-C ,beginning
 
at 	the time projections are made. 
Speculative projections are
 
made over a time horizon of 1 year (40 time points) and updated
 
every * year (10 time points) with "most recently" aquired data.
 
Each row of the matrix above is assigned to contain a certain attribut
 
of time point information. For example, NTIME contains the
 
identifier of the particular time point. 
Row (1)might contain
 
PFF, the array representing the speculative profit profile on
0 
"current" purchae 
- - )" htcontain thecoirresponding 
optimal holding time for purchases at each time point. Row (3) 
might contain the projected urban demand at the end of each 
optimal holding time. 
The reader should note that for each
 
time point during a simulation run there is assigned one and
 
only one time-cell. 
A T-C is not assigned until there is a
 
need to store information related to the particular time
 
point. Since information about a particular (future) time
 
point is generated during the projection phase, this is
 
usually when T-C's are assigned. Projection information,
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however, is not the only type of information to be contained in 
a T-C. 
With the ISR mechanism, we have immediate 
access to of any T-C through any attribute. For example, we can 
access the..T-0 representing the time point in the projection 
corresponding to the maximum speculative profit, This would be 
accomplished by calling for the removal of the T-C containing the 
maximum value of PFF in row (1) of the matrix illustrated above. 
A simple procedure for generating PM demands and marketings. follows 
(1) Access T-C containing maximum value of PFF as described 
above.
 
(2)Determine the projected total urban demand for the
 
coming year. 
.(3) Determine the amount of deficit inventory at the time of 
projection by subtracting current inventory level from 
the value found in (2). 
() Generate an impulse function of size one-fourth the 
value in (3). 
(5)Place the impulse generated in (4)into a distributed
 
delay with mean centered about the time point in (1).
 
(6)Generate a second impulse of size one-fourth the value
 
in (2). 
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(7) Place the impulse generated in (6) into a distributed 
delay with mean 
centered about the time point represented 
by the sum' of the time point in (1) plus its optimal 
holding time. 
(8) Run the simulation model for year. The output from the 
delay in (5) will represent private demand to adjust
 
inventory (PDAI). The output from the delay in (7) wil 
represent private marketings. 
The above discussion has been a 
very brief
 
introduction as to how PM demand and marketing patterns might be 
generated. It is far from being the final word. 
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3)USE OF THE D=LD Dr-k Q1YTI I GENERTING 
PFM. DEMANDS AND MAR ETINGS. 
If distributed delay functions are used 
to generatepM marketing patterns as introduced in section 
2) above, the following discussion may be of assistance to prograiers. 
At any particular time point at which a 
projection is performed ., e yea'r),-the PM speculator 
(the model) can determine the 'gap' between actual inventory 
level and the estimated level of inventory which would be required 
to supply urban consumers over the next year. 
PIGAPi(t) = TSUD (t)- PNV.. (t) (38) 
where:
 
PIGAP = PM inventory gap - MT 
TSUD = to speculative urban demand - MT 
PINV = actual PM inventory level - MT 
An impulse representing this gap in required 
inventory is generated as follows. 
PDIRi(t) =P!GAPi7(t)/DT (39) 
Where:
 
TDIR PM,demad ipeulse'I to adjust inventory - MT/yr
 
'PIGAP - PMinventorygap,-- MT':
 
!DT, enth' of simulation cycle (1/40-year) --.. yr
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The DELDT delay subroutine 'willenable us
 
to "spread" this urealistic demand 'impulse' rate over a longer
 
time period. The order of the delay will reflect the acquisition
 
efficiency of the FM subsector ­ higher orders, reflecting
 
higher acquisition efficiency.. The DEL parameter (mean delay
 
time) of the delay (TTD below) is the instrument by which the
 
demand to adjust inventory is centered on the proper time point.
 
The FORTRAN sequence below indicates this
 
method for calculating P14 demand to .adjust 'inventory.
 
PDIR(JC) = PIGAP(JC)/DT (39F) 
CALL DELDT (PDIR(JC), PDAI(JC), RINFGl, TTD(JC), IDTFGI(JC), 
DT, KG) 
where:
 
PDIR = PM desired 'impulse' to adjust inventory for
 
conmodity JC (import to delay) - MT/yr
 
PDAI = PM demand to adjust inventory for commodity
 
JC (output of delay) - MT/yr
 
RINl = array of intermediate rates used by the DELDT
 
subroutine 
- MT/yr
 
TMD - the simulation time point at which speculative profits
 
on "current" purchases an at a.maximum 
-yrs
 
IDTFGl =the number of subdivisions of DT effective in,
 
this particular call to DELDT.
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IDTFGl(JC) = l.+2.*FLOAT(FGI(JC))*DT/TTD(J.c) (40F) 
(see discussion below;) 
where: 
DT Simulation time cycle (1/40 yr) - yr 
KFGI = order of the DELDT delay," representing the 
acquisition efficiency of PM - no units 
Note that the length of the delay (TTD) 
in (39F) is variable. Fqr each profit profile projection a new 
value of TTD isdetermined. There isnothing to keep TTD from 
occuring very near to the projection phase time point. One can 
certainly see the need for the DELDT instead of the ordinary 
DELAY delay subroutine in this case. (Reference pp 6-47 to 6-51 
of Llewellyn). In the worst case (when TTDi-t0 = .025) the 
effective DT of ,DELDT subroutine should be 1+2k times smaller 
than the DT of the model (where k is the order of the delay) to 
insure stability. The argument IL2FGl(JC) is,therefore, 
calculated after each speculation phase of the model. Similar 
arguments to the above apply to the generation of PM marketings. 
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4. SELF-ADAPTIVE MECHANISM 
Reasons for incorporating a self-adaptive I,3r learning, 
mechanism into the PM behavioral model have already been discussed ir 
several previous sections of this paper. The updating of the para­
meters used in the Stochastic Model for Predicting Prices. (Section 
B.2.a.l)) is a part of this self-adaptive mechanism. In this sec­
tion we will discuss some further aspects of this portion of the 
modei. 
a. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
Up to this point, a large factor in determining the 
behavioral patterns of the PM subsector has been the speculative 
profit on current and future purchases. An excellent (and most logical) 
criteria to use for evaluation of this predicting procedure is the 
actual profit eventually realized on these purchases." Much of this 
information is not immediately available, and it is tLerefore necessary 
to "hold" the original predictions until such time that % comparison 
between actual and predicted values can be made. For example, when 
a PM entrepreneur purchases a certain amount of grain at a specific 
point in time, the profitability or profits actually realized on those 
particular purchases will not be available until the grain is sold 
and the actual revenue and costs associated with the original pur­
chases are determined. It is this type of stimulus, the "actual" 
performance criteria (oftentimes lagged), which wi.l conc.ern us 
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most in this section, By utilizing this information the IM 
system can, internally adjust (1) inventory capacities, (2) 
inventory levels, (3) purchasing patterns, and .(4) predicting 
mechanisms to improve its own performance and increase PM profits ­
a phenomenon not unlike real world behavior, which is our 
objective here.
 
It is widely agreed that if one disappearance 
pattern for grains from storage had to be described, it would be 
a first-in-first-out (FIFO) pattern. Old grains lose their taste 
and preference rapidly and all dealers atte. t to rid these inventorie 
of the oldest commodities first. 
if we can hold (in a time-cell) various PM variables 
for each time point (DT) during a simulation year we will have 
access to some very valuable "actual" performance criterion for 
the PM.subsector. These criterion can then be fed back into the 
model to improve performance. Some of the variables for which 
T-O information can be of use are listed below: 
1. Speculative Price Projections, PSS - WkT 
Price projections are the bases for all other speculation. 
By holding T-C information on projected prices and then comparing 
it with actual realized prices, we have a means of evaluating
 
and correcting the price projection mechanism.
 
2. Speculative Profitablities..on Current Purchases, SPPi - W/MT 
A comparison between actual profitabilities and this 
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T-C information will be a direct measure of the performance of 
the projection mechanism.
 
3. Speculative Profits on Current Purchases, SFFi -W/yr 
Speculative profits are based on both speculative
 
profitabilities and speculative urban demand. A comparison
 
between actual profits realized and this T-C information will be
 
a measure of the performance of the combination of these projection
 
mechanisms.
 
.4.Speculative Urban Demand Rate, SUD. -- MT/yr
:3. 
This T-C information can be used to evaluate and correct 
the urban demand projection mechanism. 
T-C information on the rates at which inventories can 
be expected to move gives us a means of estimating the holding
 
times on current purchases. Given current inventory level, and 
the expected disappearance rates from successive time-cells, it 
is possible to estimate the holding time on current inventory. 
If the expected holding time on current inventory is longer than 
the optimal holding time calculated for purchases during this 
time period, inventory level is indicated to be too high and it 
is best to forego any purchases during this time period. If, 
on the other hand, expected holding time on current inventory is 
shorter than the optimal (speculative) holding time calculated 
for purchases during this time period, then current inventory is 
indicated to be too small to provide the appropriate holding time. 
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Again, given the expected disappearance rates, it is possible to
 
Calculate the purchasing rate for that period which will provide
 
the appropriate expected holding time on those purchases. Of
 
course there are many constraint action on the system at this
 
point (e.g. acquisition efficiency, supply, available inventory
 
capacity, available funds, etc.).
 
5. Speculative Optimal Holding Times, OTHi - yrs 
This information can be used to generate (varying degrees
 
of) "profit maximizing" PM demand and marketing behavioral patterns.
 
6. Commodity Specific Inventory Levels', PINVi - MT 
If we have this T-C information for, say, the past year,
 
we have continuous access to the amount of inventory carryover
 
generated by a particular PM strategy.
 
7. Total Inventory Level, TPiNV - MT 
T-0 information on the utilization of current inventory 
capacity will give us information which can be used in long-run 
inventory capacity adjustments. 
8., Level of PM Purchases, PPURi -- MT/yr 
We must have a record of actual T-0 purchases to evaluate
 
actual profitabilities and profits realized on purchases. This
 
list is not meant to include all time-cell specific variables
 
which.may be of interest. As development continues, some variables
 
may be added or deleted from the above list.
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b. CORRECTION FACTORS
 
Note that speculation is made only*on 2 variables ­
future price and future demand. Since a record has been kept of 
the speculative profile of each of these variables, it is a simple 
matter to calculate a correction factor for the original prediction
 
mechanisms, olce the actual price or actual demand for a particular 
T-0 has been observed. These correction factors are then used
 
in the new prediction phase.
 
PCF (KT) = (cPui (KT) - Pss.(KT))/Pssi(TT) (41) 
QGFi(KT) = (Qi(KT) - QS.(KT))/QSi(KT) (42) 
where:
 
POF = correctign factor for price predicting model -

KT = yearly time-cell index 40)
KT=l,...., 

CPU = actual consumer price - W/MT
 
PSS = speculative selling price - W/MT
 
UDCF = correction factor for demand predicting model -
UD = actual nonfarm demand - MT/yr 
SUD = speculative demand -- MT/yr 
The old prediction mechanisms are then modified as indicated. 
below. Note the predictions from the old mechanisms appear on
 
the rhs of the replacement symbol (). 
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5. INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETItIEVAL MECHANISM 
a. PRICE DATA ADJUSTMETS
 
Since the model is presently designed to operate 
with a simulation time cycle period of 1/40 year, it will be high 
preferable to have price data based on at least 40 independent
 
observations per year. Weekly data would be more than sufficient 
and could easily.be transformed into 40 independent observations p( 
year through the use of the TABLEE function. 
A word will now be said about how data can be 
easily transformed into 40 equally spaced time points per year. 
Although monthly data' are too coarse for the purpose we have in.mix 
here, it may be necessary to start the model with such data in
 
the beginning since additional research;willhave to be done in 
uncovering the finer time scale data. 
Suppose 4 years of monthly data are to be transformed 
into 1/40 year data. The data can be loaded by the following 
DATA statements.
 
DATA ((VALP(, '.),M=I,48) = dll, d12 ................. , d1 8 ) (45F)
CCVA48 .C2,d2 a 348)) 
DATA ((VALP(2,, 4=4,48) 2lPd221-.... ...... 2, 
etc. 
where: 
VALP an array to hold monthly.prices for theNO (number of 
commodities) 
- rh uW/MT C r 
d price data 
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This monthly data can now be transformed into 1/40 year data by 
utilizing the *TABLEX function as follows: 
.2 
Do 2 JO=l, NO 
D$ 2 M=1, 48 
VALPS(M).= VALP(JO, M) 
Do 2 1=1, 160 
PHIST(JC, I) = TABLEXE(VALVS, 1, 1, 47, .3*F-AT(I)) 
Four years of weekly data can be loaded and 
transformed into 1/40 year data by the following statements. 
(46F) 
DATA ((VALP(1, MW), MWl-I,208) = dll, d1 2 ................. 0 8 ) (47F) 
2 
Do 2 JO = 1, NO 
DO 1 MW=l, 208 
VALPS(M w) = VAP(JC, MW) 
Do 2 1 = 1, 160 
PHIST(JC, I) = TABLEXE(VALPS, 1, 1, 207, 1.3*, FIOAT(I)) 
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b. UPDATING HISTORICAL DATA USING CYCLIC BOXCAR 
ROUTINES 
In this section we will discuss a method in 
which historical data can be progressively replaced by actual 
corresponding output data from the simulation run. 
" some cases it is not necessary (and a waste of 
machine efficiency) to 'carry along' newly generated data every 
simulation cycle. Instead, the model may operate for, say, 4 year 
(10 simulation cycles) before updating certain historical data 
arrays. The cyclic boxcar subroutine given below enables us to 
'update' historical data arrays at specified intervals throughout 
the simulation run. 
(Ref. Llewllyn, Chapter 7) 
SUBROUTINE CBOX2 (CYCLE, CYCLEU, LT, NCY, NK, CTP) (48F) 
DIMSION CYCLE(1), CYCLEU(l) 
NK=NK+ l 
CYCIE(NK) = CTP 
IF (NCY. GT. NX) Go To 1 
K LT- NOY 
DO2 I1, K 
=CYCLE(l) CYCLE (NOY + J) 
K=LT'-NOY+1 
D 3 1 - K, LT 
I 
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SCYCLE(I) = CYCLEU (I+NC-LT)
 
NK=O0
 
RETURN 
END
 
The argments and variables of SUBROUTINE CBOX2 are now defined: 
CYCLE -the current historical data array being used by the model 
CYCLEU = an array holding newly generated historical data to 
be used for updating CYCLE 
LT = lenth of CYCLE 
NCY = number of simulation cycles between updates 
NK = index for counting simulation cycles since last update 
CPT - current time point value of the variable for which 
CBOX2 has been called 
c. APPLICATION OF GASP UTILITY ROUTINES
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c. 	 G ERAL OPERATING PATTERN OF THE PM SUBSECTOR SIMULATION MODEL 
Thus far in this paper we have discussed'only the basic 
structure of the PM subsector simulation model, and some specific 
techniques to be employed in the prediction mechanism. Some 
of the performance criterion which will be generated have 
been mentioned, but so far nothing has been said about the actual 
operation of the PM simulation model. It should become even
 
more evident after this brief discussion of the operating pc ern
 
of the PM simulation model, Ufat a very versatile and efficient 
information storage and retrieval system will have to be available 
in the simulation program. The basic steps in the operation of
 
the PM model are listed below. Following this list, each step
 
is described in brief detail.
 
1. 	Load historical price data.
 
2. 	 Adjust price data to 1/40 year intervals. 
3. 	 Generate and store speculative future prices. 
4. 	Smooth the speculative price profiles generated in 3
 
(PPSi---YPi) and store.
 
5. 	 Generate and store speculative urban demand for foodgrains, 
BUDi -- MT/yr 
6. 	Generate and store speculative profit profiles, SFFi - W/yr 
- along with ­
corresponding optimal holding times OTHi - yre 
- and ­
corresponding speculative urban demand, SUDi - MT/yr 
7. 	 Begin simulation cycle. 
8. 	 Generate current PM demands and marketings to adjust
 
inventory, PDAI and PMAI - MT/yr
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9. 	 Store PM purchasing information, PPUJi - MT/yr 
10. 	 Continue simulation loop to next prediction phase. 
11. 	Repeat prediction (speculative) phase and apply feedback
 
correction factors.
 
12. 	Purge computer storage files.
 
13. 	Continue above pattern to end of simulation run. 
1. 	 Load historical price data
 
The simulation model will begin with a set 4 years of
 
historical time-series price data for the period 1966-1969:
 
2. 	 Adjust price data to 1/40 year intervals 
It will be preferable to have time-series price data 
available at intervals of .025 years (1/40 year - one DT) or 
finer. Whatever the sampling rate, however, the data will be
 
transformed into .025 year intervals to make it compatible with
 
the KIASSIM model. A technique for making this transformation has 
been described Section B.5.a. of this paper. 
3. Generate and store speculative -future prices 
Using the above price data, various statistics will be 
calculated:. a regression line through the data representing the 
'price trend line' for each commodity (PTIL); weighted average 
deviations from the PTL for corresponding periods during the 
year 	(ADPTxi); autocorrelation between deviations of price from 
the PTL with a lag of one DT (ACDPi); and standard deviation 
i 
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of price deviations from the PTL (SDPi), These statistics are
 
then'.ued as the parameters in the stochastic mddel of equation 
(15) for predicting producer prices (PPSi) at intervals of one
 
DT for approximately 2 years into the future. If we assume a
 
constant marketing margin between producer and consumer prices,
 
then future expected selling prices (PSS.) can be generated from
 
corresponding predicted purchasing prices by the simple relation­
ship of equation (33). All predicted price profiles should be
 
stored for -later reference.
 
4. Smooth the speculative price profle generated in 3 above
 
Since the speculative profit profile PFF. is generated
 
from a stochastic model, it can be expected to have a fair amount
 
of random variation or 'noise'. The smoothing operation will
 
enable us to work more easily with each profile, but as with all
 
simplifying manuevers we will lose'. information in the process. 
At this stage of development, both the ;raw and smoothed profiles 
will be stored for later reference. Techniques for smoothing 
the price profiles aredescribed in Section B.2.a.2)of -. 
this paper.
 
5. Generate and store speculative urban demand for foodgrains,
 
SUD I4/yr 
PM purchasing patterns, will be based on inventory stockpiles 
at the time of purchase, expected disappearancP3 rates, and the 
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optimal holding ,times. Since there is expected to be a 
close correlation between seasonal urban consumption patterns
 
and commodity prices, these projections will be based on speculative
 
prices calculated and recorded in 4 above. It is expected that 
a linear regression model relating expected urban consumption
 
rates to speculative commodity selling prices, per capita income,
 
and a set of seasonal dummy variables will suffice for the present.
 
6. 	 Generate and store speculative profit profiles, SFFi -- W/yr 
-
along with 
­
corresponding-optimal holding times, OTHi - yrs 
- and ­
..-
corresponding speculative urban demand, SUDi 	 - MT/yr 
Given the above predictions of future prices, along with 
interest rates and associated storage costs, it is possible
 
to generate a speculative profit profile (SFFi), representing the 
maximum profits realizable from purchases made over the upcoming 
year. Corresponding to each entry of SFFi is an optimal holding 
time 	OTHi and a speculated urban demand SUk,. A method for
 
generating the speculative profit profiles with optimal holding 
times and corresponding urban demand has been discussed in detail 
in Section B.2.b.3) of this paper. Again, all the above 
infomation should be stored for later reference. 
7. 	 EGIN THE SIMULATION CYCLE, 
Steps 2 thxu 6 above might be termed the "speculation 
phase" of the PM simulation model. With the above information 
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ready for easy. retrieval, storage, and discharge (when no longer 
useful) we are ready to begin the simulation cycle. The above 
steps are repeated periodically throughout the simulation run. 
Price data will be updated 4 times each simulation year. With 
a simulation cycle, time increment of DT=.025 year, this will 
mean revising predictions every 10 simulation cycles. 
8. Generate current PM demands and marketings to adjust 
inventory, PDAI and FMA.i -MT/yr 
Given the inventory stock level at the time of purchase, 
the expected disappearance rate profile, and' the optimal holding 
time for purchases- during the current time period, it is possible 
to calculate the level and timing of purchase and sales required 
to maximize the expected profits. This will be the private 
marketing demand t. ,djust inventory, PDAI -- MT/yr. Private 
marketing purchased, PPUR. -- MT/yr, will correspond to PDAI. 1 1 
(unlagged) unless, of course, there is insufficient supply available. 
A procedure for generating PM speculative demands and marketings 
has been described in Section B.3.c.2-) - of this paper. 
9. STORE PM PURCHASING INFORMATION, PPLJi - M/yr 
As' indicated in 8 above, the actual PM purchases are not 
determined in the PM subsector model - only the PM demand to 
adjust inventory, PDAI i - MT/yr. A sudden burst of PM demand 
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for 	rice, say, during the early summer months may not meet with 
an adequate supply available for sale. The government may also 
be competing to make purchase at the same time in which case 
rationing will take place in the transactions. The jump in demand 
will force producer prices to rise, in turn causing more rice
 
to go on the market from farm storage.
 
The 	above paragraph is 'oversimplified and tends to force 
us to 'get ahead of oarselves., The main point to conve here 
is thal private marketing purchases, PPURi., are determined
 
outside the PM subsector and, in actuality, are inputs to the PIM
 
subsector model. The following purchasing information is now
 
appropriately stored.
 
1. 	 Current simulation cycle index counter number, NTIME ­
2. 	Adount urchased during this particular time period,
 
PPURi ( t ) * DT - MT
 
3. 	 Level of PM inventory after current purchases and sales,
PINV. (t) - MT' 
ii4. 	Rate of current urban demand UDi -- MT/yr 
5. 	 Actual producer and consumer prices, Pi(t) and CPU.(t) -- W/MT 
10. CONTfNUE SIMULATION LOOP TO NEXT PREDICi'ION PHASE 
.Steps and 8 and 9 are repeated each simulation cycle. In 
addition more bookkeeping is required. We assume a FIFO dis­
appearance pattern of PM inventory. As the simulation run progresses 
land the initial PM inventory Is exhausted from the first time-cell 
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(T-O), future M 'ales are suppled from successive T-C's. 
"ie"oldest" TC still'containing inventory will furnish the supply 
which is marketed at any particular time. When.a T-G is depleted 
of inventory, the actual holding time of the purchases made in 
that T-C is recorded, If more than one time period is required
 
to exhaust the purchases made in a certain T-O, then the average
 
holding time is recorded. If a T-C does not contain enough
 
inventory to satisfy current urban demand, it is ,exhausted,
 
actual holding time recorded, and the next successive T-C is
 
moved into position of satisfying the remainder of current non­
farm demand. If and when there are no predecessor time-cells
 
holding inventory (purchases) then PINVi(t) is necessarily zero
 
= 

and urban demand cannot be satisfied. In this case PSLS.(t) 0. 
11. 	 Repeat prediction_Cppeculation) phase-and apply feedback
 
correction factors
 
As indicated in 7 above, the speculation phase are repeated. 
periodically throughout the simulation run. Price data (loaded 
in step 1 above);ire "merged" with output price data from the 
simulation run to this point. All price data 'area-of course, 
"aged" 	appropriately. Most recent price output data become. the
 
newest "historical" data. The oldest data 'are then discharged.
 
Evaluation of the projection results can be accomplished by
 
making use of the T-C information "held" for this purpose.
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Correction factors can then be applied to the prediction
 
mechanism. Correction factors are briefly discussed in Section
 
B.4.b.p of this paper.
 
32. Purge computer storage files
 
When T-C information is outdated or is no longer of use 
it is cleared from the computer. These T-CIs can now be used 
for new information.
 
13. 
-Continue above pattern to end of simulation run
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D; MODIFICATIONS IN EXISTING KASSIM COMPONENTS 
In order to effectively interface the GM simulation model
 
with the existing KASSIM model, some refinements and modifications
 
are necessary in the farm production component (PROIN) and the
 
urban demand component (DEMAND). These components are described
 
in Appendix A of the KASS report and again in the User's Manual
 
(Speci41.Report No. 9).
 
The production component (PROLN) can be run in a fine-time
 
mode, and with proper timing is capable of generating credible
 
seasonal labor profiles. However, the farm consumption, farm
 
storage, and sales from farm storage behavioral mechanisms must
 
be refined. Farm consumption is currently based on average
 
annual prices. Price and income elasticities are also based on
 
yearly averages and do not* necessarily hold valid information about
 
the short-run seasonal farm CoIWumption response. An accurate
 
farm sales behavioral function has not yet been incorporated into
 
the production component. Currently, this function ismerely
 
a constant proportion of farm -storage "avaiable for sale."
 
The urban demand component currently does not operate in
 
the fine-time mode. Again, income and price elasticities, used
 
to parameterize the model, are based on average annual responses
 
and do not necessarily hold valid information about the short-run
 
seasonal urban,consumption~response to changes inincome and
 
pL S. 
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Dr. Moon, Pal - theKorean-DeVelopafe-lIstitute­
has been investigating some of the seasonal foodgrain demands and
 
marketings in Korea.IJ A review of the econometric model used
 
in Dr. Moon's study has indicated -ttWith _-bm minor-adjustments 
and "re-ansumptions", it can be fully incorporated into the
 
KASSIM model. Although the model was not originaly-deVelop~d for 
prediction purposes, it seems capable of geneLatng credible
 
seasonal responses for farm consumption, farm sales, and urban 
demand. This will give us a significant head start in refining
 
the KASSI24 model to account for seasonal fanan/urban foodgrain 
demand and marketing behavior. Of course, independent research
 
into these response patterns should be undertaken to verify the
 
applicability of the Moon model in this context.
 
Dr. Moon's model consists of 8 i2smultaneous-equations" 
6 behavioral equ'ati-n-s an'd 2'iairket 2leirig identiti6s. The 6 
behavioral equations describe the seasonal farm demand, farm 
n iii ~ fii"a6biiilifiViorea 
The 2 market clearing identities were included to complete the
 
above system. Since TSLS was used to estimate the above coefficients,
 
the market identities have no e ff on the estimation of the six
 
behavioral equations.
 
Moon, Pal Yong, An Econometric Analysis of Foodgrain Demand
 
and Marketings; Partial v.s. Total Response Ana.ysis, Korea
 
Development Institute, Seoul, Korea, 1972.
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If we replace the 2 static market equilibrium identities 
in the above system by the (yet to be described) dynamic relation­
ships between prices and excess demands, the above model is
 
static system of -*' anbit 
dynamic system of recursive equations. 
Moon's system of seasonal response equations 
are given on the following -- g-e . Notice that in 
the farm sales and urban demand equations, prices are the only 
endogenous variables appearing on the rhs. If in the KASSIM model, 
transformed from a s s Tu--quations into a 
prices at time t are calculated based on prices and excess demands
 
at time t-DT, we have, by definition, a reduced form for endogenous 
prices at time t. The values of prices at time t can then be 
used in the farm sales and urban demand equations to obtain a reducec 
form fo* farm sales and urban demand at time t. Finally, values 
of prices and farm sales at time t can be used in the farm demand 
equations to obtain a reduced form for farm demand at time t. 
Information needed to incorporate Moon's seasonal
 
response model directly into the KASSIM model is given in
 
AppendixB . Theraw data used to estimate the original Moon 
model is also included for later reference if desired.
 
E. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
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Moon's Seasonal Response Model
 
(Farm Demand)
 
FD
 
q bo b P +b DP +b D P +b P + b P
R 10 11R 12 1R 13 2R 4 B 15 W 
FK FS FS
 
+

+4 _t-. R R BB 27
 
FD
 
q mb +b P + b P b D P + b P + b P
 
B 20 21 B 22D1B 23 3B 24 R 25 W
 
+b2 +qV (P F+ P
Pa+Y)Fb + DF+
-b DD + b D
 
+26Bt-1. 27 R~ B-B NRB 28 1 29 3 
(Farm Saleo) 
FS
 
q* b .+bP+ b DlP+b DP +b +b E
 
R 30 31-R 32R 3329R 34t- 5
 
+ b6RX +b ( F 
 . + b38D + b39D2 
FS
 
ciB b4 o +.b4B+ bDP+ b D P +b L +b E
 
43B44 t-1 45 
FK F+ FK 
b46 Bt34R 1 BBt-l. NRB 48 1 49 3 
(urban Demand)
 
=bob~PR+b DP +b D+ b P b P 
5 R 52 1R 532R 54PB +55 W 
+ b56 PRYU + b5Y + baDl + bD2 
UD
 
ca mb 6 + b6PB + b62DPB +b63D3PB + b64PR +b6 5PW 
+ b6 6 PBYU+ b6?YU+ b681 b693
 
Variable Definitions for Moon's Model! /
 
Eidogenrius Variables:
 
FD 	 farm per capita consumption of rice -k #-mo
 
qFBb-e:---	 kg/#-mo
 
q	F x farm per capita sales of rice - kg/#-mo
 
R
 
FS	 
S" " " barloy-- #-o 
q."l urban per capita consumption of rice - kg/#-mo
 
R.
 
UD
 
-D 	 "" "I b .e. - kg/#mo 
P = monthly average wholesale price o:'rice deflated by the 
R 	 index of nongrain wholesale prices VPIn - W/kg 
P = monthly average wholesale price of barley deflated by
B 	 WPI '- W/kg 
Exogenous Variables:
 
P = monthly average wnolesale price of A;heat flour deflated by
W 	 WPn - W/22 kg (oag) 
FK 
q - farm per capita stock oL rice at end of previous
 
month -- kg/#
 
FK
 
q farm per capita stock of barley at end of previous 
Bt-l month - kg/# 
Y farm per capita income originating from non-rice-barley
NRB 	 sources deflated by index of prices paid by farmers
 
(PPFI) - W/#-mo
 
The original coefficients of Moon's modeZ have been transfor.ed 
so that KA-SS u'nita of measure can be used. The units indicoated 
here are the originat units. 
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Lt, farm per capita liabilities as of the end of the previou
month deflated by PPFI -- W/# 
E = farm per capita cash expenditures for..!o.hng, educati 
reM=.. , . e l t b 
YU urban per capita disposable income deflated by the inde
of urban consumer prices -- W/#-mo
 
D I if October 
- January period
1 0 otherwise 
D 1 if February 
- May period2 0 other..Ise 
D ' 1 if June - September period 
3 0 otherwise 
APPENDIX A
 
Private Marketing Subsector Variables
 
(w/o Speculation)
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Private Marketing Subsector Variables
 
A i - WiMT-yr Storage and handlding costs 
A2i -- W/MT-yr Storage capacity costs 
A3i - W/MT Selling cost 
A~i - W/MT Acquisition cost 
AP. - W/yr Current PM profitability on sales 
AVCHPI i - W/MT-yr Average variable cost of holding inventor, 
CPUi - W/MT Consumer prices 
CSi - W/yr Cost of selling 
FCHPI. -- W/yr Fixed costs of holding private inventory 
INT - Percent/yr Interest rate 
MM - Percent Marketing margini 
P - W/MT Producer prices 
POAP -- MT Current PM Capacity 
PDAI. - MT/yr PM demand to adjust inventory1 
PDF. - Percent "Proportiondirect farm sales 
P i -- MT PM stockpiles 
PMDE~j -MT/yr Total PM demand 
PMLOSS. - %/yr Private marketing losses 
I 
PMP -- W/yr PH profit 
PPURj - MT/yr PM purchases 
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Private Marketing-ISubsector Variables Cont 'd
 
PSLSi - MT/yr 	 PM sales 
Total cost of holding PM inventoryTCHPIi - W/yr 
Total PM comodity expendituresTEXPi - W/yr 
TPINV -- MT Total PM stockpile 
TPMP -. W/yr Total PM profit 
TREVP - W/yr Total PM revenue 
Total PM -expendituresTTEXPi - W/yr 
Q. - MT/yr Consumer demand 
QPi - MT/yr PM demand to 'satisfy urban consumption 
REVPi - W/lyr 	 PM revenue 
VCHPIi - W/yr 	 Variable costs of holding private inventory 
APPEWhDIX B 
Adjusted Coefficients for Seasonal Response Model
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: Original Newatd 
- Coefficient X ansfOnuation Coefficient 
Coefficient Value Factor Value 
19.1818 3';1?E-3 .2366182 
-.37891 .1,E-6 -. 45469F-5 
.19285 -.23142E-5 
'13 
3 
.091)2 
.28441 
".1093E-5 
.34129E-5 
'15 
.05o44 
-/22E,6 
.605E-7 
.00504 2 
.49E-2 
-5.83402 E-3 -.583402E-. 
'18 
-2.29762 12E-3 
-. 2757+E-I 
'19 -.00584. -. 703E-4 
20
'21 4~°.4200 32E-3 .53040E-1 
i.29751 E-6 
-.3570E-6 
22 -.01780 -. 2136E-6 
'23
'24 .26391 
.01967 
.31669E-5 
.23604E-6 
'25 
'26 
.0.160 
-. 00199 
3.2/22E-6 
.2 
.49,92E-6 
-.2388E-1 
27 .0882 E-3 -. ,8842E-4 
D28 -: .4871 12E-3 -. 653445E-: 
'29 ,00194 .2328E-4 
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Coefficient 
Original 
Coeffi'oient 
Value 
X Tran3formation 
Factor 
= 
New 
Coefficient 
Value 
30 
-16.42861 12E-3 
-. 1971433 
b31 
.10343 12E-6 
.32412E-5 
b2 
-. 06336 
-. 7603E-6 
b33 .02841 .3409E-6 
b4.00662 2&3 
. 794E-4 
b5 .01020 E-3 
.1020E- 4 
56 .07998 32 .9597 
b37 
-. 00072 E-3 
-. 72F-6 
b3 8 5.86913 12E-3 0704295E-1 
b39 
-1.15583 
- .138610E-1 
b40 :56981 12E-3 .68269E-2 
b411  .01763 22E-6 
.2116E-6 
b 
-. 00508 
.609E-7 
b 
-. 0146 ,,-.1735E-6 
b4 .00023 32E-3 .28E-5 
b45 -. 00479 E-3 .479E-5 
b 
.03720 12 
.4464 
b47.00018 
-3 .18E-6 
b4-.03374 22E-3 
.4049E-3 
b4 9 , 1.23469 1J43763E 1 
;Coefficient. X Transformation = Coefficient' 
Coefficient Vaiu6e Value Value. 
b. .3461974 
b ,.84979 
b658E-
b-
28 ! 
-.40033 
2o 
a2E-83­
)E-6 
-.004PE-5 
.32286E-5 
b53 .67W' .80362B-5 
b54 -.059 .I66948E-6 
.000.056 12/22F,6 .67E-9 
b 66 -.00172 E-6 -.172E-8 
b7
"57' -.0063 S-3 -.663B-5 
b5S -4-.08876, 22D-3 -. 490651E-1 
b-2.69047t -0322856E-1 
b605.86330 1E3.703596E-1 
1.20029 - ).2E-6 -. 24034E-5 
b62 z.03494 -. 4.192E-6 
b63, .10288 .1.2346E-5 
N64  .13043, ..15652E-5 
b6 .'00019 12/2PE-6 .23E-9 
N, -.0 5, --.135E-8 
-&032E3 -e232E-5 
b68  .8583 12E-3 -103O1FE-1 
b69 -5770Q"0 -.309240E 1 
coefs, 
Orig 
ar 
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Var 
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